
NO ACCIDENTS: The oblivious masses have no idea they are being
systematically EXTERMINATED by a series of planned disasters

Description

The chemical weapons gas bomb that was ignited by government authorities in Ohio was, of course,
both an act of deliberate terrorism and a crime against humanity and the environment. I spoke with an
accredited hazardous materials emergency response expert who told me that these chemicals should
never have been set on fire by authorities. (I’m interviewing this expert later this evening and hope to
bring you that audio interview tomorrow for full details.)

The burning of vinyl chloride, of course, releases phosgene, a World War I chemical weapon that
maims or kills biological beings on contact. The train crash provided the perfect cover story for
genocidal government agents to essentially detonate a chemical weapons bomb over prime farm
land, not far from heavily populated cities. The entire Ohio River basin will be impacted by the fallout
for years to come, with massive die-offs already being reported, and both soils and foliage to be
impacted with actual acid rain (hydrochloric acid), formed as the combustion products of vinyl chloride
combine with water vapor in the air.

(The media are largely silent on all this, pretending that the real threat to humanity is carbon dioxide.)
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Not surprisingly, most people believe this was all an accident. Just like they also believe the covid “lab
leak” was an accident. And the vaccine injuries are an accident.

There are no accidents when it comes to global genocide. All these things are being done on
purpose with the determined goal of global genocide and depopulation.

Just one month ago, a large chemical plant exploded in La Salle, Illinois (near Chicago), unleashing a
huge toxic cloud of potassium permanganate. This pattern of chemical “accidents” is starting to
resemble food infrastructure sabotage, in which 100+ food facilities have now burned over the last 18
months, clearly targeted by government operatives, just as Dr. Andrew Huff recently warned me in a
recent interview. (And he knows, as he used to work with DHS on the food security infrastructure.)

Mass extermination of humanity under way… and most
humans are blind to what’s happening
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The sabotage takedowns of the food supply… the provocation of Putin into World War III… the
deliberate dismantling of energy infrastructure… depopulation bioweapons in the jabs… these are all
being carried out to exterminate the human race and collapse human civilization. Yet 99% of thosewho
are being exterminated continue to remain oblivious to what’s happening, and many of themactively
support the exterminators!

In today’s Situation Update podcast, I cover this in much more detail:

– Michigan State mass shooter was let off an earlier felony charge by a left-wing DA
– Fighter jet audio confirms mystery objects being shot down were birthday balloons
– More chemicals revealed in the Ohio train crash and intentional IGNITION of the vinyl chloride
– Massive media cover-up continues as fish and animals die off, humans exposed to cancer chemicals
– Thousands of farms impacted, food production will suffer for years
– Biden admin pushing banks to cut off all financial ties to entire #crypto industry
– Binance stablecoin BUSD shut down by regulators; billions of dollars leave Binance
– ZERO literacy demonstrated by students in #Chicago public schools
– Switzerland suffering high inflation as energy costs skyrocket
– Europe has spent nearly $1 trillion subsidizing electricity costs for citizens
– French historian: World War III has already begun, spiraling out of control
– Russia deploys nuclear armed ships into the Baltic Sea
– Illinois Democrats pushing to REQUIRE EV charging stations in all new homes
– But you won’t be ALLOWED to own a gas stove
– Democrats have no clue how the power grid operates
– Ancient human relatives ran tool shops 1.2 MILLION years ago
– Pureblood dating site called “Unjected” also serves as clean blood bank and fertility bank
– Wind turbines keep falling over because green energy libtards don’t understand physics
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